Two alternative exons can result from activation of the cryptic splice acceptor site deep within intron 2 of the dystrophin gene in a patient with as yet asymptomatic dystrophinopathy.
Intron 2 of the dystrophin gene is unusually large, extending 157 kb on the X-chromosome, and is known to contain one cryptic exon 2a. Here, we report that a single nucleotide change in the middle of this huge intron is a source of two novel extra exons. A novel point mutation changing T to A nucleotide was identified at 5591 bp downstream from the 3' end of exon 2 (T310+5591A) in genomic DNA of an asymptomatic dystrophinopathy case. The mutation identification was initiated by detection of two novel dystrophin mRNAs containing a 132-nucleotide or 46-nucleotide insertion between exons 2 and 3 in lymphocytes but one with a 132-nucleotide insertion in skeletal muscle. It was concluded that T310+5591A created a novel consensus sequence for a splice acceptor site leading to the formation of two novel exon structures by using two cryptic splice donor sites at 132 bp or 46 bp downstream. The former maintained the dystrophin reading frame and was expected to insert 44 amino acids in the N-terminal domain of dystrophin, whereas the latter created a premature stop codon. An immunohistochemical study of the skeletal muscle of the patient disclosed that the N-terminal domain of dystrophin was not stained, but the rod- and C-terminal domains were stained in a patchy and discontinuous manner, indicating that the in-frame mRNA was functional. Creation of a splice acceptor site by a single nucleotide change leading to extra exon structures is a novel molecular mechanism in human disease.